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Notes:

• When installing the anchor bolts into the concrete use a 16” sonotube for a 10” 
pier with bolts set 6” from center, and a 14” sonotube for an 8” pier with bolts set 
5” from center.

• The custom steel pucks can help to strengthen the pier by providing a larger 
surface of contact between the piers bottom plate and the concrete. The bottom 
center area of these pucks can be slightly grind down to compensate for any 
concrete that may have risen up around the anchor bolts. An example of this: if 
you turned a puck upside down you could rest a golf ball perfectly into the curved 
out dimple.

• If you never plan on using this pier on anchor bolts set 5” from center and only 
for anchor bolts that are 6” from center, then the cutouts on the bottom of the 
pier pipe can be smaller to make room for the washers and room to turn the nut, 
such as 1.5” by 1.5”.

• The image on the title page is a 10” pier attached to anchor bolts set 5” from 
center, not the 6” from center as the templates show. This image also shows 
slightly smaller nuts being used on the top plate instead of the high strength hex 
nut mentioned in the “bolts, washers, nut” page but either will work.

• If having cutouts on the bottom of the pier pipe is a concern then gussets (fins) 
can be added to help strengthen it around the base of the pipe connecting to the 
bottom plate, opposite the bolts.

• The fully threaded hex cap screws that connect the level plate to the top plate 
might need their hex caps cut down to be flush with the top of the level plate.

• The center hole of the top plate can also be tapped for the specific type of 
wedge or scope instead of simply being drilled. 

• Total cost for all materials including powder coating (paint) should be around 
$400, but labor costs will vary.


